UPS ORDER FORM

□ GROUND (1-7 DAYS)
□ NEXT DAY AIR (MOST CITIES 10:30 A.M.)
□ NEXT DAY AIR SAVER (MOST CITIES 3:00 P.M.)
□ 2ND DAY AIR (END OF DAY)
□ 2ND DAY A.M. (MOST CITIES 10:30 A.M.)
□ 3 DAY SELECT (END OF DAY)
□ NEXT DAY EARLY A.M. (BY 8:00 A.M.)
  (Extra money, is business open?)

□ INSURANCE ($100 INCLUDED) $___________
□ SIGNATURE CONFIRMATION (EXTRA FEE)
□ ADULT SIG CONFIRMATION (EXTRA FEE)

EMAIL________________________________________
(FREE EMAIL CONFIRMATION & TRACKING)

NAME________________________________________

DEPT_____________________________ PHONE__________

INDEX_______________________________________

CALL 6-3130 WITH QUESTIONS
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